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Treasury set to
open bond sale
The government’s plan to sell bonds
through private dealers raises questions

National Treasury CS Henry Rotich steps out of The Treasury building on his way
to deliver the budget in Parliament on June 14 /ENOS TECHE
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Tariff wars,
who blinks
first?

J

ames Dean was an iconic American actor, who tapped into the
universal yearning and angst of
nearly every adolescent human being with a raw connection that has
surely not been surpassed since. In
one of his most consequential films,
Rebel without a Cause, two players
(read, teenage boys) decide to settle
a dispute (read, teenage girl) by way
of near-death experiences. Each
speeds an automobile towards a cliff.
A simple rule governs the challenge:
the first to jump out of his automobile is the chicken and, by universally accepted social convention,
concedes the object in dispute. The
second to jump is victorious, and,
depending on context, becomes
gang leader, prom king, etc.
Jimmie (James Dean), to settle
a dispute (read, teenage girl) with

Buzz, the leader of a local gang,
agrees to a “Chickie Run.” Both race
stolen cars towards the edge of a
cliff. The first to eject out of his car
is branded a “chickie.” Seconds into
the race, Buzz discovers that his
jacket is stuck on the door handle,
making jumping out of the car somewhat difficult. Jimmie jumps out
an instant before the cars reach the
edge of the cliff.
Buzz, still unable to free his jacket
from the door handle, fails to escape.
While he won’t be branded a “chickie,” he suffers a worse fate.
President Trump after bashing
on Justin Trudeau of Canada and
Mexico’s Enrique Peña Nieto [now
upended, of course] and then firing
a few broadsides at Europe, has now
turned his attention to Xi Jinping and
thrown him the Keys challenging him
to a “Chickie Run.” and also sent two
US destroyers into the Taiwan strait
for the first time since 2007.
China has accused US president
Donald Trump of launching the “largest trade war in economic history.
President Trump has seemingly
always fancied his chances in this
trade war business and said as
much. He is unhappy with America’s
$376 billion deficit in goods trade
with China and a system of trade
which he believes advantages China.
Trump and his advisers argue the tariffs are necessary to pressure China
into abandoning unfair practices
such as stealing intellectual property
and forcing American companies
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Kenyans risk paying more to service
domestic debt, if Treasury decides
to sell bonds through private placement as opposed to open auctions
by Central Bank of Kenya.
A Treasury official confirmed to
the Star that fund managers from
leading investment firms in the
country on Friday where locked in
a meeting with senior ministry officials to explore possibility of auctioning domestic government bond.
Treasury bonds have traditionally been auctioned by CBK which
negotiates, fix interests and accept
favorable bids.
Caleb Muganda, investment analysts at Cytonn cautions that placing
government bonds in the hands of
private players is risky as they are
likely to hike interests for selfish
gains and even lock out common
Kenyans.
“Private firms will hike interests
and buy hugely for maximum returns, forcing Kenyans to dig deeper
in pockets to service domestic debt.
CBK normally negotiate in the best
interest of the government,’’ said
Muganda.
He however said that it was good
for Treasury to experiment various
ways to raise funds, noting that government bonds have received low
subscription in past weeks.
The volume of bonds traded declined for the fourth week in a row,
reaching Sh10.9 billion in the week
ending July 5, 2018 down from Sh
11.4 billion traded in the previous
week and Sh 17.2 billion traded in
the week ending June 13, 2018.
The decline could be partly attributed to investors’ inclination toto hand over valuable technology.
Washington put tariffs on $34 billion
worth of Chinese goods on Friday,
and Beijing immediately responded
with penalties of an equal scale.
The cost of the new tariffs can be
found in the roughly 1,300 individual
products that have suddenly become more expensive. The Chinese
government has been quite surgical
in its response and is targeting the
farm economy in particular.
Oxford economics has estimated
tariffs will knock around 0.1 to 0.2
per cent off each country’s growth
rate this year which struck as a
complacent and very binary prediction. Oxford economics’ prediction is
assuming no further escalation and
a correlation which is not proven. The
US is calculating that its economy
is blowing hot and it therefore can
make Xi Jinping jump.
Trump described the potential
escalation to reporters: “Thirty-four,
and then you have another 16 in
two weeks and then, as you know,
we have 200 billion in abeyance and
then after the 200 billion we have
300 billion in abeyance. OK?” Trump
said. “So we have 50 plus 200 plus
almost 300.”
That amount is higher than an
earlier threat from Trump to target
as much as $450 billion of Chinese
exports. It’s also bigger than the
$506 billion of goods that the United
States imported from China last
year.
If we see such an escalation, Its

wards short term investment as the
fiscal year begins, this, according to
CBK weekly bulletin.
“Treasury is simply in market
sounding exercise. Let us see what
they will bring to the table,’’ said
Muganda.
CBK had not commented on the
matter by the time of going to press.
Treasury CS Henry Rotich while
presenting 2018/19 budget statement committed to borrowing more
internally to fill the country’s budget
deficit estimated at Sh562 billion in
order to cushion Kenyans from high
cost of serving external debt. Treasury has been floating at least Sh40
billion bonds every month since December last year, putting domestic
debt at par with external one.
CBK puts Kenya’s domestic date
at Sh2.44 trillion as at May this year
while external debt is at Sh2.51 trillion.
TREASURY vs CBK
Treasury’s plans to engage private
players in the bonds market is the
latest stab at CBK.a
By engaging private fund managers, Treasury will have systematically edged out CBK from the lucrative
bond market that normally earns
the banking regulator up to Sh3 billion in agency fees.
On Friday, Treasury PS Kamau
Thugge, while apearing before a
parliamentary committee disputed
CBK governor Patrick Njoroge’s position that the country’s debt is not
manageable, insisting that it was
within reasonable perimeters.
During the last Monetary Policy
Committee, CBK governor Patrick
Njoroge picked issue with the draft
Financial Market Conduct Bill, saying it aims to dilute its regulatory
role and that Treasury did not consult CBK.
a sure thing the hit to GDP is going
to be more than the 0.1% to 0.2%
Oxford Economics’ ‘’Don’t worry
be happy’’ prediction. In fact, I recall
speaking to a Standard Chartered
macro economist who said the precursor to this trade war was witnessed in the 1930s and then the world
economy cratered. The global trade
wars that followed the harsh tariffs
imposed by the Hoover administration in the early 1930s following
the stock market crash of 1929,
deepened the trough of the Great
Depression. Worldwide economic
hardship led to political restructuring
and eventually to World War II.
China has yanked PyongYang’s
leash. The KCNA reported that Pompeo was sent packing with a few
choice phrases:
“The US is fatally mistaken if it
went to the extent of regarding
that the DPRK would be compelled
to accept, out of its patience, the
demands reflecting its gangster-like
mindset.”
Emerging and frontier markets
have surfed higher on lashings of
cheap money and on expanding
global trade and GDP.
‘’EM currencies need the liquidity
that the big CBs are starting to take
back - buying EM into the teeth of
this epic liquidity drain is not a cute
contrarian trade - it is suicide unless
you think it is a ruse and they all stay
easy’’ and if we get a fully blown tariff war, its going to a double whammy
for emerging and frontier markets.
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100.65
Value of the Shilling to
the dollar last Friday

The sShilling was expected to
appreciate supported by inflows
from offshore investors
and banks cutting dollar positions
amid dwindling importer demand,
traders said.

Jumia offers three
month guarantee
for online goods
ABEL MUHATIA/ Online retailer Jumia
Kenya has announced a three month
guarantee on products valued above
Sh1,500 sold on the platform.
He said selling conditions are expected to get stricter.
Vendors will be barred or fined upto
Sh25,000 if they sell sub-standard
products on the platform.
It will cover products with manufacturing defects, dead on arrival,
counterfeit or wrong Items delivered.
It however excludes consumer goods,
beauty and fashion items and low cost
items below Sh1,500.
Managing director Sam Chappatte
attributed the move to an ongoing
campaign to improve trust in online
shopping, which is supporting the
rapid growth of the e-commerce
industry in Kenya, currently valued at
Sh4.3 billion. When buying from offline
retailers, customers are redirected to
the manufacturer’s service centre for
after sale service; a tedious and time
consuming process.

YES, YOUR PHONE
CAN HELP YOU BUILD
BETTER HABITS
We often blame our phones
for our worst habits, from
multitasking to poor spelling. But
our phones can just as easily
help us build better habits, by
triggering a desired behavior.
Start by considering when and
where you want the habit to
happen. For example, if you want
to start flossing your teeth every
day, decide when you’ll do it and
where. Then set a recurring alert
to remind you. (A task manager or
calendar app may be useful.) Your
phone can also cue you based on
a specific location. If you’re trying
to make mindfulness a habit,
you can set a location-based
reminder to take three deep
breaths as soon as you get to the
office. Devices can help us break
bad habits — the key is to create
new habits that replace them.

